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Would it be surprising to you, finding out that there is a clear religious proof behind that strange
idea of Big-Bang and the billions of years, supposedly passed since the magic ‘event’? The
following sources of information are not Orthodox viewpoints, but the historical details are REAL.
Very shortly, we will be presenting excerpts from these on-line materials, with the necessary added
notes and information, according to the Orthodox understanding.
Source: http://www.fixedearth.com/kabbala-1.html, http://www.fixedearth.com/kabbala-2.html, etc.
“The first fact is this: The Origins Scenario endorsed by the Theoretical Science Establishment
today (heliocentricity, Relativity, Big Bangism, 15 billion years of evolutionism, Expanding Universe,
etc.) is rooted in 1st, 13th, 16th, and 20th century--Kabbalism (Cabalism)”. So, almost immediately
after the Christ’s Resurrection, there are the ones who couldn’t ‘justify’ the murder of the One
Who Came firstly for them. But the WHOLE Old Testament was a preparation for His Incarnation!
From that point in time on (Christ’s Resurrection) all demonic inspirations fell on these people and
were accepted, and then written down during following centuries. Yes, there are ‘changes’ added
to the Holy Scriptures turning them into the un-holy: the Talmud and all the other accumulations
that also ‘helped’ the sectarians who dropped from the Orthodox Church to maintain and increase
that gap…
Better continue with another excerpt: "Nechunya ben HaKana, a 1st century Kabbalist, asserted
that if you know how to use the 42 letter name for God you could decipher a lengthy time between
the creation of the universe and of man. He estimated the age of the Universe at 15.3 billion years,
some 2000 years ago, the very age modern astrophysics has just arrived at....." This is
something!!! So the random chance process (!) of finding the ‘name’ of God (?) would lead to the
real calculation (?) of the time passed since its making??? And we are discovering that it is about
15 billion years? Wow!!! The whole ‘scientific’ approach that is taught in schools is basically a
gamble, directly inspired from Kabala? As well known, the present time cabbalists also have their
roots deeply anchored into this ‘original’ demonic mysticism!
The spirit which animated the scientists and their bosses to build and develop the atomic bomb
made them all so daring. Einstein, Fermi, Bohr, Oppenheimer and comp had a distorted
understanding of this material world and its invisible rulers. One of them, mathematician and
physicist Schroeder deeply immersed himself into the religion of death. He said: "Nachmanides the
kabbalist...says that although the days [of Genesis I] are 24 hours each, they contain ‘kol yemot ha
olam’ --all the ages and all the secrets of the world.... Nachmanides says: There’s only one
physical creation, and that creation was a tiny speck.... As this speck expanded out, this
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substance--so thin that it has no essence-- turned into matter as we know it.... The moment that
matter formed from this substanceless substance, time grabs hold.... Einstein’s...E=MC2, tells us
that energy can change into matter. And once it changes into matter, time grabs hold... This
moment of time before the clock begins for the Bible lasted about 1/100,000 of a second. A
minuscule time. But in that time, the universe expanded from a tiny speck to about the size of the
solar system. From that moment on we have matter, and time flows outward." 2 (Emph. added
here and throughout)”
ATTENTION!!!: “Kabbalist Schroeder himself embraces and furthers the Kabbalist Rabbi’s
"creation scenario" this way: "Let’s look at the development of time, day by day, based on the
expansion factor [1 million times 1 million from start till now].... The calculations come out to be as
follows:
The first Biblical day lasted 24 hours...But...from our perspective it was 8 billion years.
The second day of 24 hours...was 4 billion years.
The third day...was two billion years.
The fourth day...1 billion years.
The fifth day...1/2 billion years.
The sixth day...1/4 billion years
"Then you add it up [Schroeder continues] and you get 15 3/4 billion years ...the same as modern
cosmology allows...."
Many more present scientists and researchers are following these ‘inspirational’ initiatives further
down, as contemporary propaganda needs extra cannon fodder. But it is always that the
‘scientific’ proof of billions of years MUST never be challenged! And the ‘religious’ version the
timeline must be dismissed. The problem with this ‘exact’ time-frame IS ITS PRECISE
RELIGIOUS stand point! The Jews who lived during Christ’s time as a Man walking on earth were
supposed to follow Him, entirely! But their choice, not totally, was quite different therefore ‘solid
justifications’ had to be devised ‘intelligently’, and the devils quickly helped! Along these years
their ‘validation’ for the DEICIDE grew bit by bit, ‘religiously’ (by inventing the so-called belief in
Islam to fight better with the Orthodox), historically (by removing important passages from ‘their’
Old Testament), philosophically (by introducing reasons of a speculative ground), artistically (by
stressing the human and material aspects of all resorts, detrimentally to the spiritual), educationally
(by those very blunt no-scientifically findings), etc.
This mentioned website http://www.fixedearth.com has numerous interesting topics, most of them
related to the TRICKS that we have to go up against, as these hoaxes were played on us for many
centuries: the Earth spinning around its ‘axes’, the Earth ‘revolving’ around the Sun, the
industrial production of fake images (CGIs) about the cosmos and the universe, etc. All of these
could be made up only because this invention, the so-called Big Bang process, was possible! And
it was possible, as this Kabbala was spiritually instilled in us, and growing by the day… NOT TO
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BE!!! Once that our Earth were just a tiny speck of dust in this universe, and not THE CENTRE OF
COSMOS WHERE CHRIST WAS BORN, we would be lost! But we are not lost, because our
Redeemer suffered on His Cross, Died and Resurrected. For Ever!
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